The Ion Beam Fusion development program1 at Argonne National Laboratory requires noninteractive size measurements of a pulsed, 30 mA, Xe+l particle beam. Pulses of 100 ps duration will be produced by the 1.5 MV preaccelerator;2 therefore, fast response diagnostics are required. Techniques of utilizing residual gas ionization to profile particle beams have been reported before.3 This paper discusses the development of vertical and horizontal beam profile monitors that are synchronously clocked to interface with oscilloscopes and computers. Modern integrated circuitry is utilized which boosts performance to a point where pulses as short as 20 ps can be analyzed. A small, simple ionization chamber is shown which provides sixteen channels of position resolution over 12 cm of aperture.
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Ion Chamber Parameters
Passage of heavy ions through residual gas produces free electrons that are collected on a special ground plane. This ground plane is made up of sixteen isolated metallic strips parallel to the beam axis. Figure 1 shows the ion chamber geometry as positioned for horizontal beam Each strip will collect electrons in proportion to length and width. Strip current will also be inversely proportional to the number of channels shadowed by the ion beam. There is a mechanical sensitivity factor involved because the detector strips must be isolated from each other. Leakage Fig. 3 . The first multiplex channel is grounded for baseline reference. Channel 2 is used to provide a marker pulse which denotes one aperture limit. Channels 3 -18 display beam profile data. This is followed by another aperture limit pulse and a second grounded channel. One complete scan has now been displayed. However, time must be given for horizontal retrace of the oscilloscope. To provide this time the multiplexer is allowed to scan four more unused ports. 
